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WHY IS THIS INTERVIEW
IMPORTANT TO YOU?
Over the past 10 to 20 years, as we’ve
watched technology swiftly alter societies
and businesses, we’ve realized that
sometimes these changes resulted when
different industries collided and merged
with each other. Now, a similar process is
underway between AdTech and MarTech,
large, relatively new industry clusters that
have emerged in the past 5-6 years on the
intersections of the larger classic industries:
marketing, media, and technology.
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Because Cogniance has done software
development for numerous marketing,
media, and technology companies, we’ve
taken a keen interest in AdTech and
MarTech, and we’ve developed insight into
those fields. Our understanding comes not
just from our own research capabilities, but
also from relationships and conversations
with well-known industry experts.
Among them is marketing technology
pro Scott Brinker. Scott is founder of the
popular blog chiefmartech.com, author of
the extremely popular MarTech Landscapes,
chair of MarTech Conferences, and chief
technology officer of ION Interactive.
In our exclusive interview with Scott, we
explore his views on the quickly accelerating
convergence of AdTech and MarTech,
find out what he considers to be the
undercurrents affecting their interaction,
and learn how these changes will affect
current players in the AdTech industry.
This is the first part of the interview
conducted with Scott Brinker in May 2016.

MarTech
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Cogniance (C): Hello, Scott. Thank you for setting
aside some time to chat with Cogniance about this
exciting topic. MarTech and AdTech are getting a lot of
attention these days. How do you define them, and
how do you think they differ?

Scott Brinker
Founder of chiefmartec.com,
Chair of MarTech Conferences

Scott Brinker (SB): I think AdTech has been very well
defined. It’s the stack of technologies associated with
serving digital advertising including publisher-oriented
technologies, advertising exchanges, demand-side platforms
and, below that, a level of data management platforms
that are trying to keep track of targeting information
for different potential recipients of the advertising. That
world has been very well-defined. It grew out of ad agency
and media agency involvement – this was the digital
transformation of traditional advertising.
If we want to make a distinction, marketing technology, or
MarTech, started from a different side. It was more about
the websites themselves. It was usually driven by the brands
and the marketers within those brands asking, ‘What is our
website about? What is our experience about.’ If they were
selling things, it might involve the eCommerce group.
As we started to gather more and more data, marketing
started to engage with the customer relationship
management — or CRM — systems that were originally just
for sales. Marketing started to use CRM as the foundation of
a ground truth for the individuals we were dealing with, and
by that I mean, targeting and selling to. In the past decade
we’ve seen this explosion around social media, content
marketing, deeper analytics, and mobile apps. A lot of these
things started to really be considered part of the MarTech
world. In the end, they were primarily being owned by the
brands. Even if the brands would hire an agency to help
them build this stuff or execute on it, it really became a part
of the brand’s marketing capabilities. That’s different from
the AdTech side, where a lot of the brands didn’t manage
AdTech at all by themselves. It was entirely outsourced to
the agency.
What you’ve seen in the past year or so is these two worlds
are coming together. The data touch points we have with
prospects in the AdTech world - there’s a lot of demand to
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be able to have that flow into the MarTech-led experience
on the website, or with organic engagement with social
media and things like that. So, that’s where we’re at now
and we can see the two worlds starting to collide.
C: Would it be fair to say that when we talk about
AdTech we are talking more about agencies and
publishers being the final users of AdTech product, but
with MarTech, the users are usually brands?
S: Yes, it’s interesting. It’s a lot about the brand. And
frankly, it’s also about the relationship with the brand’s
customer. AdTech has never really been about relationships.
At best, it’s about better targeting.

“AdTech has been very
well defined. It grew out
of ad agency and media
agency business and was
the digital transformation
of traditional advertising.
MarTech, started from
a different side. It was
more about the user
website experience. Now
it’s a lot about the brand
and, frankly, about the
relationship with the
brand’s customer...”

Marketing technology has really come into this mode of
brands recognizing that,over time, the relationship with
their customers is really valuable. One of the things I forgot
to mention in regard to the MarTech world is around email
marketing and marketing automation. It’s the idea that,
‘once I have a relationship with a known individual, and
they’ve given me permission to engage with them, I have the
opportunity to deliver great content, the right offers, and
the ability to personalize my marketing.’ That’s a relationship
that’s very different from the AdTech ecosystem.
C: The merging processes of AdTech and MarTech have
been going on for at least a year. When do you think
the two will fully converge? What can we expect to
happen during the next couple of years?
S: Here’s my interpretation of convergence. All of these
pieces are being recognized as one holistic ecosystem. We
can’t separate the website from the social media from the
email. Brands will now have a seamless relationship [with
their customers] from the very first touchpoint. Different
[AdTech and MarTech] vendors are now collaborating more
closely than ever. Brands are now starting to pull more
AdTech in house, which I think is due to their desire to be
able to control that end-to-end customer experience.
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At the other end, agencies are starting to
recognize that simply managing AdTech isn’t
a defensive position. If they want to retain
their relationships with these brands, they
need to get a lot smarter about the rest of
the marketing technology stack.
The question of whether or not the vendors
themselves will merge together is more of
an open question. Certainly some of the
largest players in this space — Adobe is
a great example — have obviously made
efforts to unify this. Oracle’s acquisition of
BlueKai (the industry’s leading cloud-based
data management platform) is evidence of
some of the larger players trying to bring all
the pieces together.
But as you’ve seen, the challenge is that
there are so many pieces out there, and the
invention of new approaches/technologies
is not slowing down. We’re still inventing
new touch points, and the expectations
of consumers are still evolving. In my
opinion, it’s hard to imagine that any one
vendor is going to be able to get all of the
pieces perfectly sewn together in the next
couple years. I don’t know if I believe in
convergence at that level, but I absolutely
believe all these components are now part
of the same ecosystem.
C: If convergence does indeed happen,
and AdTech and MarTech become truly
integrated, who do you think will suffer
more, the AdTech platforms and services
or MarTech companies?
S: That’s a good question. Today, if you
look at the market, I would conclude that
the AdTech companies are a little more

vulnerable, just because it feels like AdTech
has become a little commoditized. Being
able to distinguish between one DMP (data
management platform) versus another or
one DSP (demand-side platform) versus
another...there’s not a tremendous variance
there.
When you look at the marketing tech
landscape, there’s still very high variance. If
you look at a marketing automation system,
or a web experience management system,
the different players have wildly different
capabilities, user interfaces, price points,
and so on.
I think AdTech has the potential to
become commoditized. At the same time,
these things go in waves. There’s a lot of
open questions about the evolution of
digital advertising. What will happen with
addressable TV? What’s going to happen
with ad blockers? Is native advertising
real, or is it a myth? There are all these
opportunities for further innovation cycles
in AdTech. The potential is there for a
powerhouse company to emerge in AdTech.
But the key is going to be them finding a
way to break out of what’s beginning to
look like a commodity market.
C: What about the big platforms you
mentioned earlier? Adobe? Oracle? How
can they enter the AdTech space? Will
it be by acquisition or will they develop
those technologies in-house?
S: Almost all the major players — Adobe,
Oracle, IBM, Salesforce — have been building
their portfolios through acquisition. A lot of
them do have some pieces of the AdTech
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space. Most seem to be focused on the DMP. It would be
interesting to see if they want to enter higher in the AdTech
space or not.
But yes, I think they certainly could acquire those pieces.
The story they tell is that if we have all these pieces in our
portfolio, and we’re able to connect the data between them,
we can offer marketers a more coherent umbrella with many
pieces, all from one provider. I think it’s a good narrative.
There’s just a counter-narrative to that in that there’s still
so much innovation happening that it’s been very difficult
for one company to say Yes, we’ve got all the pieces. They’re
all connected beautifully, and they’re at the top in their
category in terms of what they provide. When in actuality,
some things are more connected than others. It’s definitely
in flux, and some people believe that the Adobes of the
world will dominate while others think it might be a Quixotic
quest.

“Today, if you look at the
market, I would conclude
that the AdTech companies
are a little more vulnerable,
just because it feels like
AdTech has become a
little commoditized.”

The question is less about where this will be in five years
— because most of this could be consolidated under five
vendors in five years. But most marketers today can’t wait
for the marketing infrastructure to be built. So for the next
12 to 24 months it will be a multi-vendor world for most
brands.
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